CONTRIBUTORS

John K. Bullard

is serving his third term as New Bedford’s mayor. He is an architect and urban planner, and his work with New Bedford’s non-profit preservation groups has won recognition from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the National Trust for Historic Preservation.

Peter Clavelle

is a native of the Burlington area and was elected the city’s mayor in 1989. Previously, he had been Burlington’s director of community and economic development and the manager of other municipalities in Vermont.

Joyce Earley

is a member of the Royal Town Planning Institute and a fellow of the Landscape Institute in the United Kingdom. She spent 20 years in British planning departments and 10 years as a consultant in Southern California. Since 1957 she has been a working member of the Environmental Planning Commission of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources. She lives on the Rhine in south Germany.

Harry Ellenzweig

is a practicing architect in Cambridge. His firm, Ellenzweig Associates, specializes in transportation-related public projects and in work for institutions, particularly science and medical facilities. He has a special interest in projects serving a public purpose.

Jacqueline Hall

is an urban planner practicing in Boston who has worked with a variety of public and private institutions and community organizations. Her expertise is directing large-scale, mixed-use development projects.

Ronald Lee Fleming

is a preservation advocate, urban planner, design critic and co-founder and president of the Townscape Institute. His thoughts about preservation were inspired by his experience as a Historic Deerfield Fellow 25 years ago.

J. B. Jackson

refers to himself as “historian of the landscape (retired).” An untiring essayist and lecturer, he was founder, editor and publisher of Landscape magazine and taught for many years at the University of California, Berkeley, and Harvard University. He lives outside Santa Fe.

Raymond Lifchez

is professor of architecture at the University of California, Berkeley.

Roy B. Mann

served as master planner of the Southwest Corridor Park. Fulbright scholar and author of Rivers in the City, he leads the Austin landscape architecture firm, Roy Mann Associates, Inc. A gold medalist in the 1989 Milwaukee city design competition, he is an advocate of linking inner city revitalization with rural landscape preservation.

Howard Mansfield

is a freelance writer specializing in architecture and design. He has written Cosmopolis: Yesterday’s Cities of the Future.

Pu Miao

an architectural designer and artist, has completed architectural and landscape projects in both the U.S. and China. He is currently working on his Ph.D. dissertation “Suspense of Space” at the University of California, Berkeley.

Neal Payton

is an architect in Washington, D.C., and an assistant professor of architecture at The Catholic University of America. He co-ordinated the Architecture and the Moving Image conference and is editing a book on the same topic.

Alison and Peter Smithson

are architects in private practice in London.